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one cannot wonder' For its general acceP.tance

would, so far as one can see' be an internatronar

iir.tr*. frt. assumption behind the old Irague

;il;; n.* unitta Nations was that there is

l".n " ,ntng as right and wrong in the conduct

;;';;;:. rigf,t and wrons that do notde-

.r.na on how it happens to feel at the time' It is

i,i^pii;, i* .**iit, that when )apan invaded

il;il;i" 193 i she misht be wrong' and that

Ot*At.ttti.t and argument she might be shown

to be wrong. It was rmplied that when the Nazis

inu.ded poland they might be wrong'. even

though German public sentiment overwnelm-

innu""oorou.d it' on the theory before us'.it

;;.ili[: *.aningless to call these nadons mis-

taken; if they felt approval for what they did' then

i, *"t tigtti with as complete a justification as

;"Jd ;;"pplied for the disapproval felt bv the

.." tfift. *"rld' In the present tension beween

€+ik4
Russia and ourselves [the USA] over eastern

Europe, it is nonsense to speak of the right o.r

lJia'.ourre for either of us to take; if with all

J.-f".,, before the two parties' each feels ap-

oroval for its own course' both attitudes, are

il;; iurtin.d o' uniustified; neither is mistakeni

there is no common reason to which they can

t"k. ,n appeal; there are no principles Ot *fl

an internatonal court could pronounce on tne

rn"ir.r, nor would there be any obligatiol.tg obeV
'r;;;;t""tcement 

if it were made' This cuts

,^n. gt"tta from under any attemPt to establish

on.ir..r. as nght or anyone else's case 
.as 

wrong'

So if our friends the sublectivists still.hold tn€lr

theory after I have applied my litde rule r to tnetr

;;;kl"t, which of course they will' I have. but

o". ,.qrr.* to make of them: Don't adverdse it

to the PeoPle in the Kremlin'
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I

It is often said that one cannot derive an 'ought'

from an 'is'. This thesis, which comes from a fa-

mous passage in Hume's Treatise,whlle not as clear

as it might be, is at least clear in broad oudine:

tlere is a class of statements of fact which is logi-

cally distinct from a class of statements of value'

No set of statements of fact by themselves entails

any statement of value. Put in more contempo-

rary terminology' no set of d'escriptiT' statements

can entail an evoluative statement without the

addition of at least one evaluative premise' To

believe otherwise is to commit what has been called

the naturalistic fallacY'
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I shall attempt to demonstrate a counter-ex-

ample to this thesis'r It is not of course to be sup-

posed that a single counter-example can refute a

ptritosoptrical thesis, but in the present instance if

*. .* pr.r"r,t a plausible counter-example and

can in addition give some account or explanation

of how and why it is a counter-example, and ifwe

can further offer a theory rc back up our counter-

example - a theory which will generate an indefi-

nite number of counter-examples - we may at the

very least cast considerable light on the origind

thesis; and possibly, if we can do all these things'

*" .ry.u.n incline ourselves to the view that the

scope of that thesis was more restricted than we

had originally supposed. A counter-example must

pro..eJ by t"king a statement or statements which

"ny propott.t t of the thesis would grant were

purriy f^rtu^l or 'descriptive' (they need not ac-
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tually contain the word 'is') and show how they
are logically related to a statement which a pro-
ponent of the thesis would regard as clearly 'evalu-

ative'. (In the present instance it will conrain an
'ought'.)2

Consider the following series of statements:

l. ]ones uttered the words 'I hereby promise
to pay you, Smith, five dollars.'

2. fones promised to pay Smith five dollars.
3. Jones placed himself under (undertook) an

obligation to pay Smith five dollars.
4. Jones is under an obligation to pay Smirh

five dollars.
5. )ones ought to pay Smith five dollars.

I shall argue concerning this list that the relation
between any statement and its successor, while
not in every case one of 'entailment', is none the
lcss not just a contingent relation; and the addi-
tional statements necessary to make the relarion-
ship one of e ntailment do nor need to involve
any evaluative statements, moral principles, or
anything ofthe sort.

kt us begin. How is (l) related to (2)f In
certain circumstances, uttering the words in quo-
tation marks in (l ) is the act of making a prom-
isc. And it is a part of or a consequence of the
meaning of the words in (l) that in those cir-
cumst:mces uttering them is promising. 'I hereby
promise'is a paradigm device in English for per-
forming the act described in (2), promising.

lrt us state this fact about English usage in
the form ofan extra prenrise:

(Ia) Under certain conditions C anyone
who utters the words (sentence ) 'I

hereby promise to pay you, Smith, five
dollars'promises to pay Smith five dol-
lars.

What sorts of things are involved under the
rubric'conditions C'l What is involved will be all
those conditions, those states of afhirs, which are
necessary and sufficient conditions for the utter-
ance of the words (sentence) to constitute the
successful performance of the act of promising.
The conditions will include such things as that
the speake r is in the presence of the hearer Smith,

HOW TO DERIVE 'OUGHT'  FROM ' IS '

they are both conscious, both speakers of Eng-
lish, speaking seriously. The speaker knows what
he is doing, is not under the influence of drugs,
not hypnotized or acting in a play, not telling a
joke or reporting an event, and so forth. This list
will no doubt be somewhat indefinite becryse the
boundaries of the concept of a promise , like the
boundaries of most concepts in a natural language ,
are a bit loose .3 But one thing is clear; however
loose the boundaries may be , and hou'ever diffi-
cult it may be to decide marginal cases, rhe condi-
tions under which a man who utters 'I hereby
promise' can correcdy be said to have made a
promise are straightforwardly cmpirical condi-
tions.

So lct us add as an extra premise the empirical
assumption that these conditions obtain.

(lb) Conditions C obtain.

From ( l ) ,  ( la)  and ( lb)  we der ive (2) .  The ar-
gument is of the form: If C then (if Uthe n P): C
for conditions, U for utterance, P fbr promise .
Adding the premises U and C to this hypotheti-
ca.l we derive (2). And as far as I can see , no moral
premises are lurking in the logical woodpile. More
needs to be said about the relation of (l)to (2),
but I reserve that for later.

What is the relation benveen (2) and (3)t I take
it thar promising is, by definition, an act of plac-
ing oneself under an obligation. No andl'sis of
the concept of promising will be complete which
does not include the feature of the promise r plac-
ing himself unde r or undertaking or accepting or
recognizing an obligation to the promisee, to pe r-
tbrm some future course of action, normally for
the benefit of the promisee . One may be tempted
to think that promising can be ana.lysed in terms
of creating expectations in one 's he are rs, or some
such, but a little reflection will show that the cru-
cial distinction between statements of intention
on the one hand and promises on the other lies irr
the nature and degree of commitment or obliga-
tion undertaken in promising.

I am rherefore inclined to say that (2) entails
(3) straight off, but I can have no objection if
anyone wishes to add - for the purpose of formal
neatness - the tautological premise:
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(2a) All promises are acts of placing oneself
under (undertaking) an obligation to

do the thing promised.

How is (3) related to (4)l lf one has placed

oneself under an obligation, the n, other things

being equal, one is under an obligation. That I

take it also is a tautology. Of course it is possible

for all sorts of things to happen which will re-

lease one from obligations one has undertaken

and hence the need for the ceteris paribll.r rider.

To get an entailment between (3) and (4) we

therefore need a qualifying statement to the ef-

fect that:

(3a) Other things are equal.

Formalists, as in the move from (2) to (3), may

wish to add the tautological premise:

(3b) All those who place themselves under

an obligation are, other things being
equal, under an obligation.

The move from (3) to (4) is thus o[ the same

fbrm as the move From (I) to (2): If Ethen (if

PUO then UO): E for other things are equal,

PIJO for place undcr obligadon and UO for un-

der obligation. Adding the two premises E and

PU)we derive UO.
Is (3a), the ceteris paribus clause, a concealed

evaluative premisel It ce rtainly looks as if it might

he, especially in the formulation I have given it,

but I think we can show that, though questions

aborrt rvhether other things are equal frequendy

involve evaluative consiclerations, it is not logi-

cally necessary that they should in every case. I

shall postpone discussion of this unti l after the

next step.
What  is  the re lat ion between (4)  and (5) l

Analogous to the tautology which explicates dle

relation of (3) and (4) there is here the tautol-

ogy that, other things being equal, one ought to

do u,hat one is under an obligation to do- And

here, just as in the previous case, rve need some
pre mise of the fbrm:

(4a) Other things are eqr.ral.

We need the ceteris paribus clause to elinrinate
the possibil i ty that something extraueous to the
relation of 'obligation' to 'ought' might inter-
fere.a Here, as in the previous two steps, rve elimi-
nate the appearance of enthvmeme by pointing

out that the apparendy suppressed pre mise is tau-
tological and hence, though formally neat, it is
redundant. If. however, we wish to state it fbr-
mally, this argume nt is of the same form as the
rnove from (3) to (4): If E then (if UO then O);
E for othe r things are equal, UO for under obli-

gation, O for ought. Adding the premises E and

UOwe derive O.
Now a rvord about the phrase 'other things

being equal' and how it ft inctions in my at-

tempted derivation. This topic and the closely
related topic of defeasibility are extremely diffi-

cult and I shall not try to do more than justi$'

my claim that the satisfaction of the condition
does not necessarily involve anything evaluative.

The force of the expression 'otl.rer things being

equal' in the present instance is roughly this.

Unless we have some reason (that is, unless we

are actr,rally prepared to give some reason) for

supposing the obligation is void (step 4) or the

agent ought not to keep the promise (step 5),

then the obligation holds and he ought to keep

the promise. It is not part of the force of the

phrase 'other things being equrl ' that in order

to satisfy it we need to e stablish a universal nega-

tive proposition to the effect that no reason could

ever be given by anyone for supposing the agent

is not under an obligation or ought not to keep

the promise.  That  rvould be impossib le and
u,ould render the phrase useless. It is sufEcient
to satisfy the condition that no reason to the con

trary can in fact be given.
If a reason is given for supposing the obliga-

tion is void or that the promiser ought not to

keep the promise, then characterisdcallv a situa-

tion calling for evaluation arises. Suppose, for

example, we consider a promised act wrong, but
we grant that the promiser did undertake an

obligation. Ought he to keep the promisel There

is no establisbed procedure for obiectively de-
ciding such cases in advance, and an evah.ration
(if that is really dre right word) is in order. But
unless we have some reason to the contrary. the
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ceter* paribus condition is satisfied, no evalua-
tion is necessary, and the question whether he
ought to do it is setded by saying'he promised.'
It is always an open possibiliry that we may have
to make an evaluation in order to derive 'he

ought' from 'he promised', for we may have to
evaluate a counter-argument. But an evaluation
is not logically necessary in every case, for there
may as a matter of fact be no counter-iuguments.
I am therefore inclined to think that there is noth-
ing necessarily evaluative about the ceterit pnri-
&zs condition, even though deciding whether it
is satisfied will frequendy involve evaluations.

But suppose I am wrong about this: would
that salvage the belief in an unbridgeable logical
gulf betwee n 'is' and 'ought') I think not, for we
can always rewrite my steps (4) and (5) so that
they irrclude the ceteris paribus clause as part of
the conclusion. Thus from our premises we would
then have derived 'Other things being equal
Iones ought to pay Smith five dollars', and that
rvould still be sufficient to refrrte the tradition,
for we would still have shown a relation of en-
tailment be rwee n descriprive and evduative state -

ments. It was not the fact that extenuating
circumstances can void obligations that drove
philosophers to the naturalistic fallacy; it was
rather a dreory oflanguage, as we shall see later
on.

We have thus derived (in as strict a sense of
'derive 'as natural languages admit of) an 'ought'

from an 'is'. And the extra premises which were
needed to make the derivation work were in no
case moral or evaluative in nature. They consisted
of empirical assumptions, tautologies and descrip-
tions of word usage. It must be pointed out also
that the 'ought' is a 'categorical' not a 'hypo-

thetical'ought. (5) does not say that |ones ought
to pay up if he wants such and such. It says he
ought to pay up, period. Note also that the steps
ofthe derivation are carried on in the third per-
son. We are not concluding 'I ought' fiom 'I

said l'I promise"', but 'he ought' from 'he said
"l promise"'.

The proofunfolds the connection between the
utterance ofcertain words and the speech act of
promising and then in turn unfolds promising
into obligation and moves from obligation to

HOW TO DERIVE "OUGHT" FROM 'IS'

'ought'. The step from ( I ) to (2 ) is radically dif-
ferent from the others and requires special com-
mcnt. In (I ) we construe 'I here by promise . . .'
as an English phrase having a certain meaning.
It is a consequence of that meaning that the ut-
terance of that phrase under certain congf.itions
is the act of promising. Thus by presenting the
quote d e xpr€ssions in (l ) and by describing their
use in (la) we have as it were already invoked
the institution of promising. We might have
started with an even more ground-floor premise
than (l) by saying:

( lb) )ones uttered the phonetic sequence:/
ai"hirbai-pramis.topeilrutsmi0"faiv-dal
arz/

We would then have needcd extra empirical
premises stating that this phonetic sequence was
associated in certain ways with certain meaning-
ful units relative to certain dialects.

The moves from (2) to (5) are relatively easy.
We rely on definitional connections between
'promise', 'obligate', and'ought', and the only
problem which arises is that obligations can be
overridden or removed in a variety of ways and
we need to take account of that fact. We solve
our difficulry by adding further premises to the
effect that tlere are no contrary considerations,
that other things are equal.

u

In this section I intend to discuss three possible
objections to the derivation.

Firo objection

Since the first premise is descriptive and the con-
clusion evaluative. there must be a concealed
evaluative premise in the descriprion of the con-
ditions in (2b).

So far, this argument merely begs thc ques-
tion by assuming the logical gulf berween de-
scriptive and evaluative which the derivadon is
designed to chdlenge. To make the objection
stick, the defender of the distinction would have
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to show how exactly (2b) must contain an evalu-

ative premise and what sort of premise it might

be. Uttering certain words in certain conditions

just lspromising and the description of these con-

didons needs no evaluative element' The essen-

tial thing is that in the transition from (l) to (2)

we move from the specification of a certain ut-

terance ofwords to the specification of a certain

speech act. The move is achieved because the

soeech act is a conventional act; and the utter-

ance of words, according to the conventions,

constitutes the performance of just that speech

act.
A variant of this first objection is to say: all

you have shown is that 'promise' is an evalua-

tive, not a descriptive, concept' But this objec-

tion again begs the question and in the end will

prove disastrous to the original distinction be-

rween descriptive and evaluative ' For that a man

uttered certain words and that these words have

the meaning they do are surely objective facts.

And if the statement of these nvo objective facts

plus a description of the condidons of the utter-

ance is sufficient to entail the stateme nt (2) which

the objector alleges to be an evaluative statement

(|ones promised to pay Smith five dollars), then

an evaluative conclusion is derived from descrip-

dve premises without even going through steps

(3 ) ,  ( 4 )  and  (5 ) .

Second objection

Ukimately the derivation rests on dre principle

that one ought to k6ep one's promises and that

is a moral principle, hence evaluative.

I don't knowwhether'one ought to keep one's

promises' is a 'moral' principle, but whether or

not it is, it is also tautological; for it is nothing

more than a derivation ffom the two tautolo-

gies:

All promises are (create , are undertakings of, are

acceptances ofl obligations,

and

One ought to keep (fu|fiI) one's obligadons.

What needs to be explained is why so many phi-

losophers have failed to see the tautological char-

acter of this principle. Three things I think have

concealed its character from them.

The first is a failure to distinguish exterrtal

questions about the institution of promising from

internal questions asked within the fiamework

of an institution. The questions 'Why do we have

such an institution as promisingf ' and 'Ought

we to have such institutionalized forms of obli-

gation as promisingl'are external questions asked

about and not within the institution of promis-

ing. And the question 'Ought one to keep one's

promises)'can be confused with or can be taken

as (and I think has often been taken as) an exter-

nal question roughly expressible as 'Ought one

to accept the instirution of promisingl' But take n

literal[y, as an internal questiorr, as a question

about promises and not about the institution of

promising, the question'Ought one to keep one's

promises)'is as empry as the question 'Are trian-

gles three-sidedl' To recognize something as a

promise is to grant that, other things being equal,

it ought to be kept.
A second fact which has clouded the issue is

this. There are many situations, both real and

imaginable, where one ought not to keep a Prom-
ise, where the obligation to keep a promise is over-

ridden by some further conside rations, aud it was

for this reason that we needed those clumsy cafarll

paribus clauses in our derivation ' But the fact that

obligations can be overridden does not shorv that

there were no obligations in the first place . On

the contrary. And these original obligations are

all that is needed to make the proof work'

Yet a third factor is the following. Many phi-

losophers still fail to realize the full force of say-

ing that 'I hereby promise' is a performative

expression. In uttering it one performs but does

not describe the act of promising. Once promis-

ing is seen as a speech act ofa kind diffbrent fiom

describing, then it is easier to s€e that one of the

features ofthe act is the undertaking ofan obli-

gation. But if one thinks the utterance of 'I prom-

ise' or 'I trereby promise' is a peculiar kind of

description - for example, of one's mental state
- then the relation betrveen promising and obli-

gation is going to seem very mysterious.
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